
Material Intimacies

Hearing aids allow far more than simply sound
Here is a map to the intimacies I’ve found
And if you listen closely you may find
We are all endlessly intertwined

Is there a place where I end and they begin
Or is this division from the mind within
How can I measure the territory
Of the intimate connection from material to me

And when this intimacy transcends physical measures
When the only way to know it is through feeling and pleasure
The way rivers flow and birds sing
An intimacy with nature hearing aids bring

Here we are intimate not only with the Land,
But with broader global issues, one must seek to understand
Just because you can’t see the link between great distance
Does not mean the connection is non-existent

A person in China working for $10 per day
Their life and mine feel so far away
But truly our lives are intimately near
When their hands crafted something living inside my ear

May we move past the illusion of separation
Tied together in intimate relation
Whether human, stream, piece of plastic near or far
There is no limit to how connected we are

So challenge your ‘distance’ to everything
Forget the normative offerings
and if the world ever makes you feel lonely and small
Just remember that it’s part of you, and you're a part of it
all
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